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 Gliding flight:  
Suppose an aeroplane to be flying straight and level at some altitude 

and the engines then shut down. The drag force will still exist and therefore, 
as the aircraft follows its flight path, power will be expended in overcoming 
the drag. The only source from which this power can come in still air is the 
potential energy of the aeroplane. Unless the pilot moves the control column, 
the aircraft incidence and therefore the lift coefficient will be virtually 
unchanged. The flight speed will therefore change very little and so there will 
be negligible change in the kinetic energy. 

 In any case K.E. could be used for only a limited period in a transition 
form of flight and ultimately a steady state of flight at constant speed must be 
attained. [To give up this P.E. the aircraft must lose height, following a flight 
path inclined downwards from the horizontal 

 
Consider the aircraft in figure 
moving steadily under the 
influence of the lift, drag and  
weight at a T.A.S of V along  
the path inclined at the  
angle γ to the horizon. 
 
 
 
 Resolving the forces perpendicular and parallel to the flight path. 
 L – W cos γ = 0  → (1) 

 D – W sin γ = 0  →	(2) 

⇒ tan γ = 	 = 	 = 	  →	(3) 

This equation shows a very important point; that the angle of glide and 
therefore the distance covered in gliding from a given height depends only on 
the L/D ratio during the glide and is independent of the weight of the 
aeroplane.  

 It also follows from equation (3) that the flattest glide and greatest 
distance covered are achieved when the L/D ratio is maximum. 
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 The work done against the drag per unit length of flight path is 
numerically equal to the drag and this work is provided by loss of potential 
energy. 

 Thus for minimum loss of Potential energy per unit length of the flight 
path, i.e. flattest glide, the drag must be minimum. 

For small angles of glide (γ < 10o) 

 sinγ = 	 tan γ = 	γ	and	 cos γ = 1 
Equation (3) can be written as  

 sinγ =     

Equation (1) ⇒ L = W 

When  V =  

The rate of descent or Sinking speed:  ν = V	 sinγ 

Therefore  ν =  

  ν = /  

Therefore the sinking speed depends 

on the weight and on the altitude by 

virtue of the density S. 

For the sinking speed to be a minimum, 

i.e., for the greatest duration of glide in 

still air from a given height, 

/ must be a minimum for a  

given aircraft at a given weight. (min power condition) 

Time of Descent: 

 If an aircraft is gliding at a constant incidence, e.g. that for flattest 
glide or minimum sinking speed, its equivalent air speed and gliding angle are 
from the foregoing work, independent of the altitude. Then  

 ν = V	 sinγ = 	
√

sin γ = 	
√
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Study Material Details 
The study material covers the syllabus of respective examination (to the extent of availability) both technical and Non 
technical completely for Aerospace Engineering. The study material contains 

Subject wise and Chapter wise theory, 

Supporting example problems, 

Previous Questions with Solutions, 

Assignments with solutions. 

5 Full length Mock test-Papers (for entire syllabus). 

The study material is updated time to time depending on changes in the exam pattern, feed back of our beloved 
students and other subject experts. 

The study material will be sent to a student by post in 2 to 3 parcels/installments. Model Papers will be sent in 
appropriate time so that the student can write those exams with sufficient preparation. 

The study material will be sent by post after one week on receiving the application form along with the required fee. 
The postal coaching commenced from March 1st week onwards. Hence the students are advised to apply as soon as 
possible to start preparing for GATE-2015 with us. 

Fee for Postal Coaching: 

GATE Rs 8500/-  

Fee for Postal Coaching + Online Test Series: 

GATE Rs 11500/-  

Registration Details 

Interested students can take admission by depositing requisite payment by any of the three given mode ( Cash / 
Cheque / DD ) of payment in  

AXIS Bank 

A/C No. 914020012764893 

Payable to "GATE PATHSHALA EDUCATIONAL SERVICES LLP." 

IFSC CODE : UTIB0001567 

Branch : Alandur, Chennai 

The DD shall be drawn in favor of “GATE PATHSHALA EDUCATIONAL SERVICES LLP.”, payable at 
Chennai. A copy of 10th class certificate, two pass port size photos and a copy of college ID or any other ID proof are 
to be enclosed to the application. The fee can also be paid by cash at our main office at cash counter along with the 
application form and necessary enclosures. 
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